
Manufacturing Technology 1st 9 - WeeksAndoe
Week # A/B Day Lesson Activities and Plans Outside Supplies 

1

A -OSHA Student will work to complete OSHA Certification started in the Spring of 2020, students not 
working on OSHA Certification will take online course on 3D printing- including the technology, 
terminology, materials, workflow, and cost. 

www.solidprofessor.
com and CS2N.com 

1 B Introduction to Programming with LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3- Brick Inventory

1 Rotation Day

1

A -OSHA Student will work to complete OSHA Certification started in the Spring of 2020, students not 
working on OSHA Certification will take online course on 3D printing- including the technology, 
terminology, materials, workflow, and cost. 

1 B Introduction to Programming with LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3- Brick Inventory

1 Rotation Day
1 A & B Whole class disscussion, notebook update and checks

2

A -OSHA Student will work to complete OSHA Certification started in the Spring of 2020, students not 
working on OSHA Certification will take online course on 3D printing- including the technology, 
terminology, materials, workflow, and cost. 

2

B - EV3 EV3 Getting Started - EV3 Getting Started teaches the user about the robot's hardware, firmware 
and how to write, compile and run programs on the robot. The module also covers “Big Ideas” in 
computer science and how to use the Robot Virtual Worlds. Complete the requirements and earn 
the “EV3 Getting Started” Badge

2 Rotation Day



2

A -OSHA Student will work to complete OSHA Certification started in the Spring of 2020, students not 
working on OSHA Certification will take online course on 3D printing- including the technology, 
terminology, materials, workflow, and cost. 

www.solidprofessor.
com and CS2N.com 

2
B - EV3

EV3 Movement- In the Robot Movement, the user learns to write programs that move the robot 
forward, backward, make turns and control the robot’s gripper arm. Complete the requirements 
and earn the “EV3 Movement” Badge.

2 Rotation Day

2 A&B Whole class disscussion, notebook update and checks

3

A -OSHA Student will work to complete OSHA Certification started in the Spring of 2020, students not 
working on OSHA Certification will take online course on 3D printing- including the technology, 
terminology, materials, workflow, and cost. 

3

B - EV3
In this challenge, you will program your EV3 robot to move from its starting box to three 
different lines on a game board, stopping at each one to perform an inspection, 
represented by lowering and rasing the robot's arm. When the robot is done inspecting all 
three locations, it should back up and return home to its starting box to recharge. Must 
complete with VR and PR (virtual and physical)

3 Rotation Day

3

A Fusion 
360

Introduce Fusion 360 Baseline Test and User Interface Get familiar with the user interface in 
Fusion 360 and build your own workspace.

3

B - EV3

In this challenge, you will program your EV3 robot to move from its starting box to three 
different lines on a game board, stopping at each one to perform an inspection, 
represented by lowering and rasing the robot's arm. When the robot is done inspecting all 
three locations, it should back up and return home to its starting box to recharge. Must 
complete with VR and PR (virtual and physical)

3 Rotation Day

4

A Fusion 
360 Sketch Philosophy and Considerations Introduces how sketches affect the modeling 

process and how they can be used to create a variety of 3D features.



4

B - EV3
Place two pieces of tape so they form a 90 degree angle. Place the robot so that it faces along one 
piece of tape. Program the robot to turn right 90 degrees (using a 100 "Steering" value), to face 
directly along the other piece of tape.-Virtual World: Intro to EV3 Level: 90 Degree Turn Challenge 
Robot: EV3

www.solidprofessor.
com and CS2N.com 

4 Rotation Day

4

A Fusion 
360 Section 2 - Primary Sketch Tools - Guided Exercise + Video: Sketching Basics Practice using the 

primary sketch tools to create a specific profile

4

B - EV3
Dizzy Drill Challenge- With a line and an obstacle placed away from the line, start the robot at the 
line, program it to drive out to the obstacle, go around it, and then come back to the line. VR and 

PR

4 Rotation Day
4 A&B Whole class disscussion, notebook update and checks

5
A Fusion 

360
Guided Exercise + Video: Intermediate Sketching Determine where to begin sketching and 
complete a specific profile using the primary sketch tools.

5

B - EV3 Orchard Challenge - For this challenge, program your EV3 robot to move through THREE rows of 
orchard trees, represented as lines. The first line is straight on, and the next two lines are at an 
angle, but parallel. The robot must make a pass on BOTH sides of each line.

5 Rotation Day

5

A Fusion 
360 Practice Exercise: Lever Sketch - Create a new sketch of a lever on your own using the basic 

drawing commands.

5

B - EV3 Orchard Challenge - For this challenge, program your EV3 robot to move through THREE rows of 
orchard trees, represented as lines. The first line is straight on, and the next two lines are at an 
angle, but parallel. The robot must make a pass on BOTH sides of each line.

5 Rotation Day



5 A&B Movement Quiz -Whole class disscussion, notebook update and checks

www.solidprofessor.
com and CS2N.com 

6

A Fusion 
360

Practice Exercise: Fan Sketch Sketch a fan with three blades on your own using the spline and 
circle commands.

6

B - EV3
EV3 Sensors - Sensors introduce the user to the Touch, Ultrasonic, Gyro and Color Sensors. The 
user will learn how to use the Move Steering, Wait, Sound, and other blocks, users will also gain 
an understanding of the appropriate sensors to use to accomplish different tasks. Complete the 
requirement and earn the “EV3 Sensors” Badge.

6 Rotation Day

6

A Fusion 
360 Section 3 - Modifying Sketch Tools Guided Exercise + Video: Modifying Sketches 1 Create a sketch 

profile driven by symmetry that involves using modifying sketch commands.

6

B - EV3 Vacuum Challenge-Using a 4’x4' table (with walls), have the robot start by facing toward a wall. 
Using a touch sensor, program the robot to move forward and touch ALL four walls.

6 Rotation Day
6 A&B Whole class disscussion, notebook update and checks

7

A Fusion 
360

Guided Exercise + Video: Modifying Sketches 2 Leverage existing 3D geometry to create a sketch 
profile.

7

B - EV3
Arm Position Challenge- For this challenge, construct an arm with the Touch Sensor attached so 
that it when the arm is fully upright the button on the Touch Sensor is pushed in. Complete oth 
VR and PR

7 Rotation Day

7

A Fusion 
360 Practice Exercise: Faceplate - Create a fully defined faceplate sketch from scratch on your own.

7

B - EV3
Ultrasonic Sensor Configuration- Wait for Near, Threshold Value Challenge- Using the Ultrasonic 
Sensor, set the threshold value so that the robot plays a sound when it detects an object within 
10cm of the sensor.

7 Rotation Day



7 A&B Whole class disscussion, notebook update and checks

www.solidprofessor.
com and CS2N.com 

8

A Fusion 
360

Practice Exercise: Pipe Bracket - Use projected geometry, the circular pattern, and sketch fillets to 
create a new sketch on your own

8

B - EV3 Backward Until Far Challenge - Place a robot close to a wall with the Ultrasonic Sensor facing 
directly at it. Program the robot to move backward until the Ultrasonic Sensor reads a value 
greater than 30cm, and then stop. Both PR and VR

8 Rotation Day

8

A Fusion 
360

Practice Exercise: Plenum - Using existing geometry create a new sketch with an offset on your 
own.

8

B - EV3 Virtual Robot Only- Maze Challenge - For this challenge, create a maze with walls, similarly to the 
one illustrated below. Then program your robot to navigate the maze, from start to end, using 
the Ultrasonic Sensor AND not touching any walls.

8 Rotation Day

9

A Fusion 
360

Guided Exercise + Video: Sketching Basics - Practice using the primary sketch tools to create a 
specific profile

9

B - EV3
Gyro Sensor Configuration -The Gyro Sensor is required to complete sections of this chapter as 
well for the final challenge. These challenge can be completed virtual and do not need to be on 
physical robot for grading.

9 Rotation Day

9

A Fusion 
360 Guided Exercise + Video: Intermediate Sketching Determine where to begin sketching and 

complete a specific profile using the primary sketch tools.

9

B - EV3 Square Box Challenge - Program the robot to complete one full lap around a square (or 
rectangular) object using the Gyro Sensor to accurately make turns at each corner.

9 Rotation Day
9 A&B Whole class disscussion, notebook update and checks


